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The day began sunny and warm. We wandered down to our boats in shorts and flip flops. Sorry. 
Sorry. Sorry. This is not Tony’s sailing report; it’s Nicky’s, where she tells tales of crewing on a Dufour 
52, taking people around the Society Islands. The climate is a tiny bit better. 
 

 
Here is Tony’s report… 
 
It's been raining a lot the last 3 weeks and we wondered if we would be blown off the course or 
drowned in a deluge. The 5-6 day forecast was for brisk winds but on Sunday morning we were 
promised 5-8 knots from the south with gusts to 15.  
 
Basically that is what we got even if before the Skippers meeting it looked like 4 knots from the 
NW. There were a couple of times there was a fast wind switch to the East which played brief havoc 
with the best laid plans of mice and crew. 
 
The course was a new one for us as the Ben Mor race was extended to loop around U51 . For those 
that are not clued in .. that is the port hand marker at the SE end of Enterprise Reef. (That is the FCR 
keeping it fresh. But notice I didn’t go. I wanted to see if everyone came back - FCR 
 
Nine boats attended this the last points trophy race of the 2021 season. (Paul noted the consistent 
participation we have had up to, and including, this last race. Thank you all for keeping our team on 
track – FCR) 
 
Second Wind was the first starter of this pursuit race and set off in modest air. Then one by one we 
started with Pturbodactyl, the final boat, starting nearly 30 minutes after Shingebiss the second 
fastest rated boat. 
 
We all proceeded out the harbour keeping a weather eye out on the darker waters of Captains 
passage. In the lighter air before the start, Radiant Heart set the jib, but before the start we changed 
to the 155 genoa which, as it turned out, was slightly ambitious,  because before we made Second 
Sisters we were forced to return to the jib as the approaching wind was up to 14 knots apparent, and 
building.  
 



Slippery when Wet, sailed by three seasoned veterans, had gone ahead even though they started a 
minute or more behind us. Invictus and Oasis were still 3 minutes ahead of us. Then the Jib luff bolt 
feed jammed and we could not raise the sail until with much hard work, smoothing and tugging and 
pulling, the valiant crew freed the choke point and we were able to up the jib and drop the genoa. By 
this time boats ahead were gone in the building breeze and Shingebiss was closer. Pturbodactyl was 
still at the start line caught in low wind and later reported it took for ages for the wind to reach them 
and get started. 
 
We were now a half mile behind the fleet and a little ahead of Shingebiss as we headed to Welbury 
and it was not long before we were overhauled by her and she lead us to Ben Mohr Rock for the first 
rounding.  
 
We contented ourselves with the fact we were now doing as well as we could. We tacked toward 
Active pass and then tacked back toward Swanson channel, well short of Enterprise Reef. We noted 
that Slippery when Wet had stayed on the starboard tack and was in light air closer to Active Pass. 
 
Most of the fleet appeared to have stayed to the East of the reef and were in lighter air. From our 
perspective we thought we could see Oasis in the lead near the Mayne Island and preparing to round 
the U51, but the mast was upright and the boat was close to stationary. Invictus, meanwhile, tacked 
to the right and then flipping back was on the West side of the reef making good headway to U51.  
 
We tacked into Swanson Channel and seeing two ferries heading closer decided to tack early toward 
the reef but we still missed the kelp coated shallows and slid along the West side of the reef toward 
U51.  

 
 



To our surprise, we made our turn just minutes behind the stream of boats led by Firefly. Oasis, finally 
released from the doldrums, passed around just ahead of us. Slippery when Wet was a quarter mile 
back and now making progress.  We felt like we were in the hunt, but we made little progress on the 
downwind leg as all boats other than Shingebiss had spinnakers deployed. (Although, as you can see 
below, Oasis had a unique way of setting her spinnaker. Maybe it is a new strategy? – FCR) 

 
 
(Is this Ben chortling over Oasis’s predicament, or just enjoying himself, on this the last race of the 
season? -FCR) 
 



 
 
Oasis slowly worked her way up through the fleet but was still well back from Firefly, although steadily 
gaining. Halfway back to Ben Mor we spied Pturbodactyl beating her way past Ben Mor for the 
first time.  
 
Approaching Ben Mohr we had our first major wind shift as the wind went from 15-30 degrees on the 
port quarter to 15 degrees on the Starboard. This caused a scramble as we had the 135 genoa up 
ready for the rounding and we had to do a rapid takedown, gybe the spinnaker, raise the genoa again 
and then douse the spinnaker as we gybed around the mark and headed to Captains Passage.  After 
which the wind had gone back to the SE again. 
 
We were keeping in touch with the fleet, but not gaining. Slippery when Wet was gaining on us, and 
after passing Nose Point, she came on hard and fast under spinnaker. The wind was too far forward 
for Radiant heat to try a spinnaker. The lead boats were passing the finish line at Second sisters but 
the wind was evaporating and Second wind slowed, Invictus closed on her.  
 
Oasis finally passed Firefly just before the finish line to take line honours. (Bob later reported he used 
the momentum from Oasis’s 17,000 pounds to slide past Firefly at the finish line - FCR) 
Slippery when Wet passed Radiant Heat with 150 yards to go. Radiant Heat had wind but was 
headed enough with the wind gone to the West and she was driven the wrong side of the island.  
 
Invictus and Second Wind were in Irons one minute and spun around in another with just 50 yards to 
get over the finish line.  Radiant Heat tacked left, hard, to get to the point of Second Sisters and on 
Starboard tack was two boat lengths aft of Invictus.  
 
Slippery when Wet was also headed but had tacked out earlier than RH and then as she tacked back 
again aiming to clear the point she found that on port tack she was blocked by Invictus and Radiant 
heat and had to tack away. Radiant heat tacked to the line and found Second Wind in the way. We 
could not fall off without danger of hitting the rocks at the point and had to tack out again. 
 
This time we were clear of Invictus but Slippery when Wet now enough space to clear our bow as she 
headed for the finish line. We tacked and followed her over.  
 
Invictus and Second Wind both struggled to get going again, but then they too were over. A little later 
came Pturbodactyl. 
 
That was an exciting finish to end the season. After putting RH to bed we went to the dock to chat 
with the other crews and generally enjoy the rest of the day. Although it was wet at the start we 
realized that the rain had stopped and it was overall quite a pleasant day. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



CONGRATULATIONS TO TONY ON THE HAT-TRICK! 
 

 
 
 


